
AIS S.A.R.T.  
Locator Launching Station - 
ready for every live vest

If you can‘t find him
you can‘t save him

easyLLS
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easyLLS - the Locator 
Launching Station for 
AIS S.A.R.T. unit  
easyRESCUE

The locator launching station „easyLLS“ is 
developed for usage with all selfinflating 
life vests which have no special pocket for 
the AIS S.A.R.T. unit „easyRESCUE“.

The easyRESCUE is clicked easily on the 
mounting panel of the easyLLS. The whole 
launching station will be fixed at the body 
belt of the life vest, which goes behind the 
body from one side of the vest to the other. 
After this the belt will be fasten.

After the victim has been fallen into the 
water a soluble tablet will dissolve and a 
compressing spring will push the part with 
the easyRESCUE away from the body.

By means of being submerged into the 
water the AIS S.A.R.T. is activated auto-
matically and starts transmitting an AIS 
emergency message. A floating part of the 
locator launching station LLS will support 
the transmitter keeping a upright position 
for best possible radiation. 

A small cord is fixed at the belt clip of the 
easyLLS to keep the floating unit with the 
easyRESCUE in short distance to the victim 
and not be drifted away.

The transmitted emergency signal can be 
received by every AIS receiver within trans-
mission range. 

To use the locator launching station every 
automatical life vest is possible. 

For AIS S.A.R.T. transmitter unit the  
easyRESCUE-A_long is needed.

small invest - big saving
deployable floating unit
practicable with every automatical  
life vest
compression spring for pushing the 
unit away
secure cord for floating parts
grap‘n‘go
easy handling
small weight












AIS S.A.R.T. easyRESCUE fully approved 
and certified 
BSH/4615/4361565/10
ABS/PC plastic parts





What is nessesary to run the 
easyLLS?

Highlights

Function

Technical Data

for more information please visit

www.easyais.com

Made in Germany

Article number: A161


